Neural progenitor transplantation is a promising therapeutic option for several neurological diseases and injuries. In nearly all human clinical trials and animal models that have tested this strategy, the low survival rate of progenitors after engraftment remains a significant challenge to overcome. Developing methods to improve the survival rate will reduce the number of cells required for transplant and will likely enhance functional improvements produced by the procedure. Here we briefly review the close relationship between the blood vasculature and neural progenitors in both the embryo and adult nervous system. We also discuss previous studies that have explored the role of the vasculature and hypoxic pre-conditioning in neural transplants. From these studies, we suggest that hypoxic pre-conditioning of a progenitor pool containing both neural and endothelial cells will improve engrafted transplanted neuronal survival rates.
Several issues are thought to underlie the low survival rate of transplanted neural progenitors, including the extracellular matrix into which the transplant is placed, immune-related responses, lack of appropriate trophic factors, oxidative stress, and insufficient integration into the host circuitry [12] [13] [14] [15] . A potential factor that has been underexplored is the role of the blood vasculature in the recipient brain.
In this paper, we review the close relationship between the blood vasculature and neural progenitors in both the embryo and adult. We also review previous studies that have explored the role of the vascularization and hypoxic pre-conditioning in neural transplants. From these studies, we suggest that hypoxic preconditioning of a progenitor pool containing both neural and endothelial cells will improve engrafted transplanted neuron survival rates.
Vasculature and neural progenitor interactions in development and adult neurogenic niches Like the hindbrain, the perineural vascular plexus contributes to the vasculature in the telencephalon by generating sprouts that grow in towards the ventricular surface. Extension of these pial vessels appears to be guided and stabilized by radial glia in the developing cortex [19] . Unique to the developing telencephalon, however, is a set of periventricular vessels This nascent cortical vasculature network makes frequent contact, and is stabilized by interactions, with radial glia [20, 21] . are associated with increased neural progenitor proliferation rates [23] [24] [25] [26] .
In the neurogenic niche of the adult SVZ within the walls of lateral ventricles, both neural stem cells and transit-amplifying cells have processes that contact the surrounding blood vasculature plexus [27] . These cells contact the vasculature at sites lacking pericytes, enabling exposure to small molecules circulating in the blood as well as factors secreted by endothelial cells that alter progenitor proliferation rates [18, 28] . In addition, adenosine triphosphate (ATP) released by neural stem cells regulates capillary blood flow in the SVZ [29] . Neuronal progenitors generated in the adult SVZ tangentially migrate to the olfactory bulb in the rostral migratory stream in glial tubes that use blood vessels running parallel to the rostral-caudal axis stream as a scaffold [30, 31] .
Formation of this vascular scaffolding develops
postnatally and is directed by VEGF-expressing astrocytes [32] . Once in the main olfactory bulb, neuroblasts radially migrate without the assistance of glial tubes along blood vessels to their final position where they differentiate [33] .
Interactions between endogenous neural progenitors and the vasculature in the pathological adult brain 
Pre-conditioning improves survival of progenitor transplants
A previously recognized challenge for the survival of transplanted neural progenitors is that they are typically cultured in media at atmospheric oxygen levels (20%), but oxygen levels in the brain range from 0.1-5% [60, 61] . Stroke studies have shown that proximity to functioning vasculature strongly influences dendritic spine density and the ability to generate new spines [68] [69] [70] . The dependence on the distance to vasculature for dendritic spine density following hypoxic insults is also strongly modified by neurological activity levels during postnatal development [71] . References
